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    Abstract

        
            The major energy sources of today are expected to last for only a small fraction of the millennium starting three years hence. In the plans of most people, nuclear energy has been ruled out for four separate reasons: 1. The danger of radioactivity from a reactor accident or from reactor products during a long period after reactor shutdown; 2. The proposed fuels, U-235 and also Pu-239, as obtained by presently available procedures will serve only for a limited duration; 3. Energy from nuclear reactors will be more expensive than costs of present alternatives; 4. The possibility of misusing the products for military purposes is an unacceptable danger. The development described below 1 attempts to meet all four objections. Specifically, we propose a structure as an example of future reactors that is deployed two hundred meters underground in loose and dry earth. The reactor is designed to function for thirty years, delivering electrical power on demand up to a level of thousand electrical megawatts. From the time that the reactor is started to the time of its shutdown thirty years later, the functioning is to be completely automatic. This is an obviously difficult condition to fulfill. The most important factor inmore » making it possible is to design and operate the reactor without moving mechanical parts. At the start, the reactor functions on thermal neutrons within a structure containing uranium enriched in U-235 or having an addition of plutonium. That part of the reactor is to deliver energy for approximately one year after which a neighboring portion of the reactor containing thorium has been converted into Th-233 which rather rapidly decays into fissile U-233. This part of the assembly works on fission by fast neutrons. It will heat-up if insufficient thermal energy is withdrawn from the reactor`s core, under the negative feedback action of engineered-in thermostats. Indeed, these specifically designed thermostatic units absorb neutrons if excessive reactor core heating occurs in order to decrease heat generation and to act like automatic control rods. These units will be described below. After the thorium in a given volume of the reactor`s fuel charge is depleted, an adjacent thorium-containing portion of the fuel charge will have been converted bred into fissile material and is ready to continue the reaction. A schematic representation of this concept is shown in Figure 1. Actually, the thorium `reactors` in this Figure will be merged together into a single reactor system with the nuclear fuel-burning reactions propagating down to the ultimate `reactor` U. (In practice, we consider placing the fuel-igniting charge in the middle of the reactor system`s `fuel stick` and arrange breeding regions on both sides, shown in Figure 3.) After all the thorium in the reactor`s fuel charge has been used up, the reactor is shut down by the first positive action of the operators in thirty years. The residual radioactivity will be sealed within the reactor`s core and thereafter allowed to decay in place. The initially intense radioactivity will leave the reactor products inaccessible and unusable for military purposes except if complicated, expensive and easily observed large-scale operations are performed. Having thereby avoided transportation of fission products and reprocessing significantly reduces cost and hazards.« less
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                    PWR core design, neutronics evaluation and fuel cycle analysis for thorium-uranium breeding recycle

                    
                        Conference
                            Bi, G.; Liu, C.; Si, S.
                            

                    This paper was focused on core design, neutronics evaluation and fuel cycle analysis for Thorium-Uranium Breeding Recycle in current PWRs, without any major change to the fuel lattice and the core internals, but substituting the UOX pellet with Thorium-based pellet. The fuel cycle analysis indicates that Thorium-Uranium Breeding Recycle is technically feasible in current PWRs. A 4-loop, 193-assembly PWR core utilizing 17 x 17 fuel assemblies (FAs) was taken as the model core. Two mixed cores were investigated respectively loaded with mixed reactor grade Plutonium-Thorium (PuThOX) FAs and mixed reactor grade {sup 233}U-Thorium (U{sub 3}ThOX) FAs on the basis ofmore » reference full Uranium oxide (UOX) equilibrium-cycle core. The UOX/PuThOX mixed core consists of 121 UOX FAs and 72 PuThOX FAs. The reactor grade {sup 233}U extracted from burnt PuThOX fuel was used to fabrication of U{sub 3}ThOX for starting Thorium-. Uranium breeding recycle. In UOX/U{sub 3}ThOX mixed core, the well designed U{sub 3}ThOX FAs with 1.94 w/o fissile uranium (mainly {sup 233}U) were located on the periphery of core as a blanket region. U{sub 3}ThOX FAs remained in-core for 6 cycles with the discharged burnup achieving 28 GWD/tHM. Compared with initially loading, the fissile material inventory in U{sub 3}ThOX fuel has increased by 7% via 1-year cooling after discharge. 157 UOX fuel assemblies were located in the inner of UOX/U{sub 3}ThOX mixed core refueling with 64 FAs at each cycle. The designed UOX/PuThOX and UOX/U{sub 3}ThOX mixed core satisfied related nuclear design criteria. The full core performance analyses have shown that mixed core with PuThOX loading has similar impacts as MOX on several neutronic characteristic parameters, such as reduced differential boron worth, higher critical boron concentration, more negative moderator temperature coefficient, reduced control rod worth, reduced shutdown margin, etc.; while mixed core with U{sub 3}ThOX loading on the periphery of core has no visible impacts on neutronic characteristics compared with reference full UOX core. The fuel cycle analysis has shown that {sup 233}U mono-recycling with U{sub 3}ThOX fuel could save 13% of natural uranium resource compared with UOX once through fuel cycle, slightly more than that of Plutonium single-recycling with MOX fuel. If {sup 233}U multi-recycling with U{sub 3}ThOX fuel is implemented, more natural uranium resource would be saved. (authors)« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    DAMAGE TO MITOCHONDRIAL ELECTRON TRANSPORT AND ENERGY COUPLING BY VISIBLE LIGHT

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Aggarwal, B; Quintanilha, A; Cammack, R; ...  - Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
                            

                    Plutonium is one of the principal materials of both commercial and military nuclear power. It is produced primarily in fission reactors that contain uranium fuel, and its importance arises from the fact that a large portion of the plutonium produced is fissile: like uranium 235, the mass 239 and 241 isotopes of plutonium can be caused to fission by neutrons, including those with low energy. Because such fission events also release neutrons, substantial amounts of energy can be extracted from plutonium in a controlled or an explosive nuclear chain reaction. Now that commercial nuclear reactors provide a noticeable fraction ofmore » United States (and world) electrical energy, these reactors account for most plutonium production. For the most part, this material now remains in the irradiated fuel after removal from reactors, but should this fuel be reprocessed, the plutonium could be recycled to provide part and even most of the fissile content of fresh fuel. For the current generation of water-cooled reactors, the amount of plutonium to be recycled is substantial. In fast breeder reactors, designed to produce more fissile material than they destroy, considerably larger quantities of plutonium would be recycled. In other types of advanced reactors, particularly those which depend heavily on thorium as the material from which fissile material (primarily uranium 233) is produced, the amount of plutonium to be handled would be considerably reduced. Because plutonium is a highly toxic substance, great care is taken to contain it at the sites and facilities where it is stored or handled. In addition, it is necessary that devices be available to monitor any releases from these facilities into environmental media and to measure concentrations of plutonium in these media. The radiation protection standards are so strict for plutonium that only small releases and low concentrations can be tolerated. Such considerations, discussed in the next section, require that monitoring instrumentation be extremely sensitive. The hazard from plutonium arises largely from the alpha particles emitted during radioactive decay. The most sensitive plutonium monitoring devices are based on detection of this radiation and are used for air monitoring and for measurement of plutonium extracted by radioachemical analysis of water, soil, and biological samples. Instruments for area surveyor for monitoring of human subjects often utilize the electromagnetic radiation (x-rays or gamma rays) which follow radioactive decay. Less often used techniques for plutonium monitoring include activation and electrochemical methods. Other techniques, such as mass measurement, are possible but not developed. It is worth noting that, for the most part, the techniques for monitoring plutonium may also be used for monitoring other nuclear materials, including transuranics that may be associated with plutonium. Techniques for monitoring plutonium have been reviewed previously. This article is based largely on work performed in connection with Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's Survey of Environmental Instrumentation. Detailed information on the properties and uses of plutonium may be found in references 4-14.« less
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                    PEBBLE BED REACTOR PROGRAM. Progress Report for June 1, 1958-May 31, 1959

                    
                        Technical Report

                    6 5 3 3 5 3 5 4 6 , tcloaded, pebble bed reactor operating on the thorium-uranium fuel cycle and having a conversion ratio of 0.563 is described. From a study of the neutron balance of this system it was apparent that the conversion ratio could be improved, and in fact breeding might be attained, by designing as continuously loaded core where fresh fuel was added and spent fuel removed at a ratt such that reactivity would just be maintained. A study was made of such a system from which a reactor was evolved having a breeding ratio ofmore » unity with a fuel residence time of 169.5 days at the 125 Mwe PBR operating conditions. Simultaneously, spherical uranium-graphite fuel elements were procured; tested mechanically, for fission product leakage andd irradiated. From the results of this work it has been demonstrated that fuel elements having satisfactory structural characteristics can be built. They do not after any degradation of structural properties after irradiation to 1 1/2 atom burnup of fissile material. They show promise of retention of fission products such that direct maintenance of the primary loop, under controlled conditions, is possible. Fuel Element Technology. The three basic types of uncoated PBR fuel elemerts (impregnated, admixtured, and lumped) were irradiated to a burnup equivalent to 18% of the fissile atoms in a referencc PBR fuel element at a temperature of about 1300 deg F. Both the impregnated and the admixtured element gained in compressive strength, showed essentially no impairment of impact strength, and no damage to the surfaces. The lumped element showed a definite impairment of its physical properties. The leakage rate of several volatile fission product isoapes from a siliconized silicon carbide coated PBR fuel element was initially found to be of the order of 10/sup -7/ of the isotope production rate while under high level irradiation at 1350 deg F. However, this leakage rate increased several orders of magitude after continued irradiation indicating a coating violation the nature of which remains a be determined. Reactor Physics. Three fuel cycles have been investigated. The continuously-fueled reactor concept provides a method of achieving a breeder reactor with a high fuel burnup and thus a reasonable fuel cost. If breeding were not relifetime and a corresponding reduction in fuel cost. The batch-fueled reactor can be designed to breed on a Th232 and U-233 fuel cycle at the expense of core lifetime. The reactor considered which is near the optimum with respect a breeding ratio, had a core lifetime of only 39 days based on a uniform burnup calculation. When nonuniform burnup of the fuel is considered the lifetime will be reduced further. Batch-fueled reactors utilizing U-235 and U-235 can be designed to operate with enrichments varying from about 3 to 35% depending on the core diameter and lifetime required. Initial breeding ratios as high as 0.9 can be realized, although they should be subordinated to the core lifetime in order to minimize fuel cost. A further reduction in fuel cost could be made by using the continuously fueled concept, although the mechandical design problems involved should be given due consideration. Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis. The previous analysis of the batchloaded reactor has been revised. Means of reducing fuel element temperatures are considered. Analysis of a continuously loaded reactor is included. System Activity and Clean-up. Extensive studies are described which were made in and effort a predict quantitatively the fission product leakage rate to the coolant system. Experimental Programs. Experiments using lead shot were performed to study the void distribution in packedsphere beds. The shot was poured into a cylinder, and an epoxy resin was poured in filling the interconnected« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Transuranic Waste Burning Potential of Thorium Fuel in a Fast Reactor - 12423

                    
                        Conference
                            Wenner, Michael; Franceschini, Fausto; Ferroni, Paolo; ... 
                            

                    Westinghouse Electric Company (referred to as 'Westinghouse' in the rest of this paper) is proposing a 'back-to-front' approach to overcome the stalemate on nuclear waste management in the US. In this approach, requirements to further the societal acceptance of nuclear waste are such that the ultimate health hazard resulting from the waste package is 'as low as reasonably achievable'. Societal acceptability of nuclear waste can be enhanced by reducing the long-term radiotoxicity of the waste, which is currently driven primarily by the protracted radiotoxicity of the transuranic (TRU) isotopes. Therefore, a transition to a more benign radioactive waste can bemore » accomplished by a fuel cycle capable of consuming the stockpile of TRU 'legacy' waste contained in the LWR Used Nuclear Fuel (UNF) while generating waste which is significantly less radio-toxic than that produced by the current open U-based fuel cycle (once through and variations thereof). Investigation of a fast reactor (FR) operating on a thorium-based fuel cycle, as opposed to the traditional uranium-based is performed. Due to a combination between its neutronic properties and its low position in the actinide chain, thorium not only burns the legacy TRU waste, but it does so with a minimal production of 'new' TRUs. The effectiveness of a thorium-based fast reactor to burn legacy TRU and its flexibility to incorporate various fuels and recycle schemes according to the evolving needs of the transmutation scenario have been investigated. Specifically, the potential for a high TRU burning rate, high U-233 generation rate if so desired and low concurrent production of TRU have been used as metrics for the examined cycles. Core physics simulations of a fast reactor core running on thorium-based fuels and burning an external TRU feed supply have been carried out over multiple cycles of irradiation, separation and reprocessing. The TRU burning capability as well as the core isotopic content have been characterized. Results will be presented showing the potential for thorium to reach a high TRU transmutation rate over a wide variety of fuel types (oxide, metal, nitride and carbide) and transmutation schemes (recycle or partition of in-bred U-233). In addition, a sustainable scheme has been devised to burn the TRU accumulated in the core inventory once the legacy TRU supply has been exhausted, thereby achieving long-term virtually TRU-free. A comprehensive 'back-to-front' approach to the fuel cycle has recently been proposed by Westinghouse which emphasizes achieving 'acceptable', low-radiotoxicity, high-level waste, with the intent not only to satisfy all technical constraints but also to improve public acceptance of nuclear energy. Following this approach, the thorium fuel cycle, due to its low radiotoxicity and high potential for TRU transmutation has been selected as a promising solution. Additional studies not shown here have shown significant reduction of decay heat. The TRU burning potential of the Th-based fuel cycle has been illustrated with a variety of fuel types, using the Toshiba ARR to perform the analysis, including scenarios with continued LWR operation of either uranium fueled or thorium fueled LWRs. These scenarios will afford overall reduction in actinide radiotoxicity, however when the TRU supply is exhausted, a continued U- 235 LWR operation must be assumed to provide TRU makeup feed. This scenario will never reach the characteristically low TRU content of a closed thorium fuel cycle with its associated potential benefits on waste radiotoxicity, as exemplified by the transition scenario studied. At present, the cases studied indicate ThC as a potential fuel for maximizing TRU burning, while ThN with nitrogen enriched to 95% N-15 shows the highest breeding potential. As a result, a transition scenario with ThN was developed to show that a sustainable, closed Th-cycle can be achieved starting from burning the legacy TRU stock and completing the transmutation of the residual TRU remaining in the core inventory after the legacy TRU external supply has been exhausted. The radiotoxicity of the actinide waste during the various phases has been characterized, showing the beneficial effect of the decreasing content of TRU in the recycled fuel as the transition to a closed Th-based fuel cycle is undertaken. Due to the back-to-front nature of the proposed methodology, detailed designs are not the first step taken when assessing a fuel cycle scenario potential. As a result, design refinement is still required and should be expected in future studies. Moreover, significant safety assessment, including determination of associated reactivity coefficients, fuel and reprocessing feasibility studies and economic assessments will still be needed for a more comprehensive and meaningful comparison against other potential solutions. With the above considerations in mind, the potential advantages of thorium fuelled reactors on HLW management optimization lead us to believe that thorium fuelled reactor systems can play a significant role in the future and deserve further consideration. (authors)« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Development and operation of the conversion/solidification process for the CEUSP project

                    
                        Conference
                            Hall, R; Collins, E; Johnson, J; ... 
                            

                    During the early 1960s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) sponsored a test irradiation of a ThO/sub 2/-UO/sub 2/ fuel core in the Consolidated Edison Indian Point-1 Reactor at Indian Point, New York. The test generated -- 1000 kg of highly radioactive and fissile uranium (containing -- 75% /sup 235/U, -- 10% /sup 233/U, and -- 140 ppm /sup 232/U). In 1968, the AEC also sponsored reprocessing of the irradiated fuel at the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant in West Valley, New York, to recover the fissile uranium. The uranium nitrate product solution resulting from the reprocessing operations was sent tomore » ORNL for storage. Soluble poisons (cadmium nitrate and gadolinium nitrate) were added to ensure subcriticality of this solution during its storage in a specially prepared 18,900-L (5000-gal) Thorium Reactor Uranium Storage Tank (TRUST), located at the Radiochemical Processing Plant (RPP). When no use for the uranium had become apparent after several years of storage, a project called the Consolidated Edison Uranium Solidification Program (CEUSP) was initiated in the late 1970s to solidify the material for safe long-term storage. A unique conversion/solidification process and the equipment to carry it out were conceived, developed, and operated by Chemical Technology Division personnel.« less
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